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SLIP SNIP TRIP

KARMA INTERNATIONAL - ZURICH

Sure, it’s pure ikebana: living flowers, as
they’re called. Beautifully arranged settings
almost pretending to be alive. Yet, they’re
sleepy, dead and slowly decaying. Even for
the most radical aesthete this must be an
acceptable form of the moribund state. USbased artist Carissa Rodriguez had a local
Ikebana specialist arrange three of those
for this group show at Karma International
that is pulsing under a suave but trembling
dictum. The Ikebana works are motivated
by a Japanese term known as Furyu. It talks
about beauty, elegance and a tiptoeing sense

of flippancy that suggests itself in a couple of
the present works. Many of these young artists
— e.g. Tobias Madison and Kaspar Müller —
are hyper-vigilantly working towards their own
consensus of contemporary taste. This leads to
a beguiling feeling that here are conspirative
forces at work. It has something of the
sanguinary smirk of the augur that draws you
to light like the moth to the flame. These peers
challenge their own pleasing aesthetics with a
baffling, over-confident sincerity. Secretly you
wish they would challenge their own game just a
little further. The title of the show “Slip Snip
Trip” derives from the poem “The Color of
a Color” by Norwegian artist Ida Ekblad, who
is known for her flaky-patterned paintings and
in this case a rusty metallic spider-web piece
(objet trouvé) befallen with scrawny wooden
twigs that not so coincidentally corresponds
well with the supposed liveliness of Rodriguez’
Ikebana pieces. Altogether the show is plunged
into a canon of repeated nonsensical singing
by the audio piece of Swiss artist Hannah
Weinberger: a mantra of delusive chanting
reminding you of a ’70s Italian horror flick
that was screened at this exact location not so

long ago. Weinberger’s work builds a suspense
leading you to believe that you will experience
a piece of the eeriness which infiltrates the
show. Amy Yao’s installation of a pile of chairs
wrapped in plastic sheeting suggests some longlost relative return any minute — breaking up
this frenetic party before it truly begins.
Tenzing Barshee

Above and left: SLIP SNIP TRIP, 2010. Installation views at Karma International, Zurich. Courtesy Karma International, Zurich.

JOHN ISAACS

Travesía Cuatro - MADRID

Tom Waits believed that “you are innocent
when you dream.” For his second solo-show
in Madrid, Isaacs has assembled a group of
recent and eclectic pieces that come to the
same melancholic conclusion. But while in
Waits’ song the golden promises of love and
friendship that one made as a youth were

at least true at the time, in Isaacs’ exhibition
the impossibility of utopias degenerates into
a lament for the loss of innocence and the
negation of faith. The artist explains in his
own handwriting: “As we run before the tide
we sweep up our children into our arms so as
to explain why it was necessary to destroy so
much for so little.” In fact, several of the works
include a clear allusion to tears: the sculpture
Pool of Narcissus Weeping... (2010) in which the
mouth of a ceramic clownish face has been
replaced by a beer tap accompanied by glasses;
the turned-over frame in which someone has
written “tears welling up inside” [Tears Welling
Up Inside (2010)] and the print Perhaps in the
Emergent Lines You will Find Yourself (2010),
where a collaged eye seems to be the center
of a gigantic drop. Isaacs, a generational peer
of Damien Hirst — with whom he shares a
liking for skulls as well as for long and pseudophilosophical headings — became known in
the ’90s for his grotesque sculptures (in resin,
latex and wax) of deformed human bodies and
fleshy fragments. He also participated in Mike
Kelley’s celebrated show “The Uncanny” with
a furless, creepy looking monkey. In the current

exhibition, he reaffirms his wish to point out the
paradoxes and inconsistencies that surround
us, and displays dream-like imagery and a
recognizable bitterness. A rickshaw made out
of a child’s tricycle and a leather armchair, or a
megaphone whose handle has been substituted
for that of a gun and plated in gold, transport
us to a world of surrealistic and conflicting
juxtapositions in which we can feel free to cry
for our lost innocence.
Emma Brasó

Above: JOHN ISAACS, You Are Innocent When You Dream, 2010.
Installation view at Travesia Cuatro, Madrid. Left: JOHN ISAACS,
Pool of narcissus weeping (moving closer to a spiritual and transcendental god of a likewise sadness), 2010. Mixed materials,
180 x 93 x 80 cm. All courtesy Travesia Cuatro, Madrid.
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